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ABSTRACT
This dissertation looks at representations of framed pure braids and compact 
orientable three manifolds. A representation, $  : Z nQ P n —► r„, is constructed 
from the framed pure braid group on n strands to the mapping class group on 
a surface of genus n. The representation is used to obtain a presentation of the 
fundamental group. The representation, like that of [M-P], is compatible with 
Heegaard and Surgery descriptions. An algorithm is presented for transforming 
mapping class group elements to a stably equivalent pure framed braid, under 
the correspondence given by the representation. A geometric description, using 
the representation, is given for multiplication in a subgroup of a central extension 
to the mapping class group coming from [A]. A question of providing a group 
representation development for Witten’s three manifold invariant is explored. The 
result is negative, except for a restricted case of pure framed braids.
iv
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1 .1 : Terminology and definitions.
Here are some basic definitions concerning braids and framed braids. Birman’s 
book [B] is a  good reference.
D efinition 1.1 The braid group on n strands, denoted Bn is the group with gener­
ators o-!, • • • <r„ _ 1 and relations: Oiffj =  ay<r,- for |t— j\  > 1 , and <7 ,er1+1tf1= a I+icr,-<7 l+1, 
for 1 <  * <  n — 2. The generator <7, has a geometric interpretation shown in figure 
1 . The multiplication of two braids can be seen by stacking one braid on top of 
another.
There is a homomorphism 7r : Bn -+ £ n, where is the symmetric group on n 
elements. An element of the symmetric group is a bijective function: {1 , ■ • •, n} to 
{1, • • •, n}. By labeling 1 • • • n where the braid strands start and end, one obtains 
such a bijective map.
D efinition 1.2 The framed braid group on n strands is the semidirect product 
of Zn, the cartesian product of n copies of the integers, with the braid group 
Bn. The semidirect product action of Bn on Z n is given by n(Bn) : (<i, • • • , tn)(3 • 
(si, • • •, sn)a =  (ti +  sr(p)(i), • ••,*„ +  sr (p)(„))/Sa. This is shown geometrically in 
figure 1 . The integers assigned to the strands are called the framings. See [Ko-S2].
Given a braid one may close the braid to form a link by connecting the top and 
bottom using non-intersecting arcs as shown in figure 1 .
Two approaches to the study of three dimensioned manifolds are by using a 
surgery description, and using a Heegaard splitting. The surgery description re­
moves solid tori with cores the link components and replaces them in a new way 
according to the integer framing. Let Dn be the n dimensional disc with boundary 
5” . In the three dimensional sphere the complement of a solid torus X  has
1
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3
boundary S 1 x S 1. Thus removing and replacing a solid torus in some different 
way, corresponds to identifying their common 5 1 x S 1 boundary. A meridian of a 
torus, S 1 x {pi}, is a simple closed curve bounding a disc in the solid S l x D 2. A 
longitude of the torus is a curve that represents a generator of H \(S X x D2) «  Z. 
If h : S 1 x S 1 -*• S 1 x S 1 is a homeomorphism, and m is a meridian in the domain, 
then h(m) determines X  U/, S 1 x D2. The integer framing U indicates S 1 x D2 
will be attached by h, with h(m) = (l,f,), where (l,f,) represents a class of f, 
meridians and 1 longitude in a homology basis of S l x S 1.
From [LI] we have that any closed orientable 3-manifold can be constructed 
by attaching a number of D2 x D2's to D4 by identifying the S l x D2 part of the 
boundaries of D2 x D2 with solid tori in S 3 =  dD4. The attaching regions are 
specified by framed links in S 3. Thus one can represent the three manifold by a 
framed link.
The following will be used:
Lemma (Alexander’s Lemma) : A homeomorphism from Dn -* Dn which fixes 
the boundary pointwise is isotopic to the identity.
Let z i , • • • ,!„  be interior points of D2. There is a correspondence between 
homeomorphisms of a disc with n points removed, and a braid. Extend the home­
omorphism to the disc with the points replaced. This is a map h from the disc 
to itself fixing the boundary. By Alexander’s lemma, h is isotopic to the identity 
map. For each t G [0 , 1] the isotopy Ft : D2 —► D2 is a homeomorphism, and one 
looks at Ft(zi), • • • Ft(xn) for 0 <  t < 1 . The image is a braid in D 2 x [0,1]. If one 
requires Fo(z,) =  Fi(z,) then one obtains a pure braid.
Let D2 be a disc with disjoint discs di, • • • dn in the interior of D2. Suppose 
h : D2 -  {int(di) U ••• U int(dn)} is an orientation preserving homeomorphism 
which fixes the boundary of D2 — {int(d\) U • • • U int(dn)} pointwise. One can then
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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extend h to a map D2 —► D2 by the identity, and apply Alexander’s lemma. Let 
c, denote the center of d,-, and fix a point p,- €  dd,. If F : D2 x [0,1] —► D2 is an 
isotopy of h to the identity, then i r’(cf, [0, l]) forms strand i of a braid. During the 
isotopy follow the point p,-. It will rotate a number of times around c,-. Clockwise 
will be +  rotation and counterclockwise — rotation. If p,- rotates t, a times around 
c,-, then assign a framing of t, to strand t. During the isotopy p, may move in 
both direction, so f,- is the difference between the complete number of clockwise 
revolutions and the number of complete counterclockwise revolutions. Thus one 
can obtain a framed pure braid from orientation preserving homeomorphisms D2 — 
{mt(dj) U • • • U int(dn)} -+ D2 — (mt(di) U • • • U int(dn)} which fix the boimdary 
pointwise.
Next consider another way of studying three dimensional manifolds. Let Hi 
and H% be solid handlebodies. Let /  : dH\ —► dHi. Hi U/ Hi = M  is a three 
manifold and Hi U/ Hi is called a Heegaard splitting for M . This can lead one to 
study three dimensional manifolds by studying the homeomorphisms of a surface of 
genus n. Identifying the boundary of two handlebodies using isotopic maps produce 
homeomorphic manifolds, so one can consider isotopy classes of homeomorphisms, 
which map a surface to itself. The isotopy classes of orientation preserving home­
omorphisms of a surface to itself is called the mapping class group of a surface 
of genus n. In this work, there is an additional requirement that the classes of 
homeomorphisms fix a specified disc pointwise.
We let Sg be the surface of genus g and the mapping class group of the 
surface.
D efinition 1.3 Let c be an oriented embedded circle in an oriented surface F. 
If c is oriented clockwise let d =  — 1 and d =  1 if c is oriented counterclockwise. 
Consider an annular region about c, homeomorphic to S 1 x [—1 , 1], with the curve
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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c being identified with 5 1 x {0}. A Dehn twist about c is given by the formula 
(r,9) -4 (r,9 +  d(r +  l ) 7r). See figure 2.
A theorem of Lickorish [L2] states that the mapping class group of a closed 
surface of genus n is generated by Dehn twists.
Given a manifold M ,  one can form the connected sum A f#S3, where S 3 denotes 
the three dimensional sphere. This still yields a manifold homeomorphic to M. Let 
Hn denote a handlebody of genus n with dHn =  Sn. Given an element of rn, the 
mapping class group of S„ fixing a disc pointwise, and /  : Si -4 Si which fixes two 
discs, one can form <7# /  € Tn+1. Remove one fixed disc from each of S„ and Si 
and identify the boundary circles so as to obtain ^n+l. Since both maps are the 
identity on this boundary, the map g extends via /  to g # f  : S„+i - 4  Sn+1. When 
Hi U/ Hi = S3 this process is called stabilization, and Hn + 1 Uff#/  Hn+ 1 as H„ Us Hn. 
Two Heegaard splittings are stably equivalent if after stabilizing, possibly both of 
them, the resulting three manifolds are homeomorphic.
For the definition of the Kauffman bracket, A  will denote a primitive 4rth root 
of unity. While the Kauffman bracket may be defined with more general values for 
A, we will only need to have A be a primitive 4rth root of unity.
D efinition 1.4 The Kauffman bracket <>  is a map of unoriented link diagrams 
to Z[A, A-1]. It can be defined by recursion formulas K 1, K2, and then convention 
as shown in figure 3 ,8  = —A2 — A-2. This is invariant under Reidermeister-II and 
Reidermeister-III moves also shown in figure 3.
Following coventions used by Lickorish [L]:
D efinition 1.5 Let F  be an oriented surface with a set of specified points. A link 
diagram of arcs and closed curves in F  is a projection of a compact one dimensional 
manifolds, satisfying: the projection is one to one except at transverse
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double points at the interior of the arcs, and the boundaries of the one dimensional 
manifolds are the set of specified points.
D efinition 1.6 The linear skein of an oriented surface F  with a specified set of 
points (possibly empty) is the complex vector space of formal linear sums of link 
diagrams in F  modulo the Kauffman bracket relation K 1 and K2.
D efinition 1.7 The Temperley Lieb algebra of dimension n is an algebra on the 
linear skein of a disc with 2n specified points. Let TLn denote this algebra. See
[L]-
D efinition 1.8 the Jones-Wenzl idempotents of dimension n in T L n are induc­
tively defined with / (0) =  0, f 1 =  1 and / (n) as shown in figure 3 , where
A _  (—l ) " ^ 2"-*-2 — ^4-2”~2) 
n “  A 2-  A - 2
. To define W itten’s invariant consider the linear skein of the annulus, S(S1 x [0 ,1 ]). 
Let s(n) denoted n concentric circles, then a basis of the vector space S(SJ x [0 ,1 ]) 
is given by s(n) for n a non-negative integer. For n = 0 one means the empty 
diagram. Set u  =  ^ I 20 Al,5 (n )1 where S(n) denotes the element s(n) with / (n) 
inserted in the circles.
D efinition 1.9 Let L denote a link diagram. <>^: S(S1 x [0 ,1]) x • • • x S(SJ x 
[0 ,1 ]) S(R2), is the multilinear extension of taking the diagram of L, replacing a
regular neighborhood of each link component with an immersed annulus containing 
a diagram of S(S1 x [0 , 1 ]), and evaluating the result in R 2 using the Kauffman 
bracket.
Continuing with [L]: define U+ denote the unknot with framing 1, U~ denote the 
unknot with framing —1 . Let D be the diagram of a framed link K. Set b+ and 
6_ to be the positive and negative eigenvalues, respectively, of the linking matrix
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of K.  Lickorish shows in [L] that < u, • • • ,u  >d< u  >u+ < u  '>~u- corresponds, 
after normalizing to Witten’s three manifold invariant.
1.2: Statement of results and related works.
Chapter 2 looks at a representation of the pure framed braid group on n-strands 
into the mapping class group of a surface of genus n fixing a disc. If one uses the 
image of a framed pure braid to form a Heegaard splitting, then the result will 
be homeomorphic to the manifold obtained by closing the framed pure braid and 
doing Dehn surgery. This is the content of theorem 2.24. Work using a more 
general representation of tangle diagrams was done by Mateev and Polyak [M-P]. 
Their representation maps onto the entire mapping class group, and also satisfies 
that the manifolds obtained via the surgery and Heegaard splitting approaches are 
homeomorphic.
Using the representation, of chapter 2, a  presentation of the fundamental group 
presented in theorem 2.21. The presentation is related to Artin’s presentation of 
the pure braids acting on the fundamental group of a  disc minus n points. See 
Birman’s book [B].
In addition, theorem 2.23 shows that the image of the pure framed braids in the 
mapping class group, fixing a disc, intersects the homeomorphisms which extend 
to the handlebody only in the isotopy class of the identity map.
In [B2] Birman studies double coset classes of the mapping class group modulo 
the group of extending homeomorphisms. It is shown that equivalent Heegaard 
splittings correspond to these double coset classes. Chapter 2 concludes with an 
algorithm taking an arbitrary mapping class element, and after stabilizing, finds 
a pure framed braid which modulo these double cosets yields the same Heegaard 
splitting.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Chapter 3 considers a  subgroup of a central extension of the mapping class 
group given in Atiyah’s paper [A]. Atiyah gave the first example of a four manifold 
with non-zero signature cocycle. Meyer [M] then made a systemic study to compute 
the signature cocycle of a  surface bundle over a closed surface. Atiyah’s work 
[A] in 1989 helped renew interest in the signature computations, such as work 
by Masbaum and Roberts [M-R]. Using the representation of chapter 2 one can 
consider the image of the pure framed braid group in the mapping class group. One 
obtains a central extension of the pure framed braid group, which is a subgroup of 
a central extension to the mapping class group given in [A]. Using results of [A], 
an explicit geometric construction is given to determine the multiplication in this 
central extension of the pure framed braids. Then work of Freed and Gompf [F-G] 
shows how to compute the difference between the canonical two fra m ing and the 
one obtained by rational surgery on a framed link. It is not immediately clear how 
their results relate to the signature computations done here. Then work of Gervais 
[G] gives explicit generators and relations for the central extension considered in 
[A]. Using [G] it should be possible to write down explicit generators for the central 
extension of the pure framed braid group considered. The work in [A] relates to 
work done by Witten and his three manifold invariant.
In chapter 4, a question motivated by work in [Ko-S] and [Ko-S2] is considered. 
The Jones polynomial was originally motivated by group representations. Can 
one develop Witten’s three manifold invariant through group representations? In 
[Ko-S] the suggested group is the framed braid group. Their paper answers the 
question of when two framed braids represent the same 3-manifold.
The braid group acts on characters of Z”. One can consider the subgroup of 
the braid group which stabilize a character. The question is whether <  u, • • •, u  > 
can be written as a sum of induced characters which are induced from semidirect
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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products of these subgroups with Z n. This is shown not to be the case. It is true 
if one restricts to applying the sum to pure framed braids.
This chapter uses Lickorish’s description of W itten’s three manifold [L], which 
gives a self contained description that leads the reader quickly to the Witten in­
variant. Obtaining a mathematically rigorous definition of W itten’s three manifold 
invariant generated at lot of interest in topological quantum field theory, as in [B- 
H-M-V], and [K-L], as well as work with representation theory, such as [K-M] and 
[R-T],
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
CHAPTER 2: A REPRESENTATION OF PURE FRAM ED BRAIDS.
In this chapter a relationship between the pure framed braid group on n strands 
and the mapping class group of a surface of genus n is described.
2.1: Constructing the pure framed braid representation.
Recall some basic definitions:
Definition 2.1 The braid group on n-strands is generated by ei, e„, with 
relations e, • e7- =  ej • et- for |t — j\ >  1 and e,- • e,+i • e, =  e,+i ■ e, • e,+i. See [B]. The 
group is denoted B n.
Definition 2.2 A homomorphism n : Bn -¥ 5Tn from the braid group on n 
strands to the symmetric group on n elements is defined to by sending e, to the 
transposition (i,i +  1 ).
Definition 2.3 The kernel of n is the pure braid group on n-strands. The pure 
framed braid group on n strands is the direct product Z n © Pn. The n-tuples of 
integers are called the framings.
D efin itio n  2.4 r(0, n +  l),re / d is the group of isotopy classes of orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms of a disc with n interior open discs removed, D 2 — 
{int(di) U • • • U int(d„)}, to itself which fix dD2 U dd\ U • • • U ddn pointwise. The 
equivalence relation is isotopy relative to the dD2 U dd\ U • • • U ddn.
Definition 2.5 T(0, n +  l) ,re / dD2 is the group of isotopy classes of orientation 
preserving homeomorphisms of D2 — {int(di) U • • • U int(dn)}, to itself, which fix 
dD2 pointwise, and maps dd{ -> dd,. The equivalence relation is isotopy relative 
to the boundary of D2.
P roposition  2.6 (Birman, see [B]) r(0, n + 1), rel dD 2 has generators w,-j, a Dehn 
twist along the twisting curve indicated in figure 4.
12




{ D 2 -  { i n t i d i )  U i nt (d2) U i nt [ d3)}) x  {0}
Sn
Figure 4
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Remark Proposition 2.6 identifies the pure braid group with isotopy classes of 
orientation preserving homeomorphisms which fix dD2 pointwise. We will use this 
in 2.16 to show that the isotopy classes of orientation preserving homeomorphims 
which preserve the entire boundary are the pure framed braids.
D e fin it io n  2.7 Let 5„ denote a closed orientable surface of surface of genus n. The 
mapping class group of Sn is the group of isotopy classes of orientation preserving 
homeomorphism of Sn —► Sn. The subgroup of classes which fix a disc pointwise 
will be denoted r„.
In this section a split exact sequence:
0 -+ Zn -*• r(0 ,n +  1), rel d —► T(0, n + 1), re/ dD2 -+ 0.
is established. After making an identification of T(0, n +  l),re/ dD2 with P„, this 
yields a faithful representation $  : Z n (& Pn -¥ r„.
D efin itio n  2.8 x : Z n —► ^(0, n +  1), re/ d  sends (z i,•••,  zn) to the set of Dehn 
twists defined along the twisting curves: z\ concentric circles parallel to the bound­
ary of d\, • • •, z„ concentric circles parallel to the boundary of dn. The twists are 
oriented by the sign of the integers: clockwise for positive and counterclockwise for 
negative. See figure 4.
Lemma 2.9 x  is an injective homomorphism.
P r o o f. Twisting along two parallel circle bounding an annulus define the same 
Dehn twist, or if oriented in opposite directions are isotopic to the identity. Two 
Dehn twists, whose twisting curves do not intersect, commute (see [B]). To see that 
x(ai +  &i,- • *,an + &„) =  x(a i>‘ • ',On)x(bi,' * *A»), as in both cases, parallel to 3d, are 
ai +bi circles about which a Dehn twist is performed. Thus x is a homomorphism. 
To see x is one to one, let (ai, • • • ,a„) be in the kernel of x- Note x(aii • • • >fln) is 
the identity on dD2 U ddi U • • • U ddn. Glue D2 — {tnt(di) U • • • U int(dn)} to itself
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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along the boundary to obtain the closed orientable surface of genus n, S„. Have 
x(ai, • • • ,a„) act on one of the D2 — {int(di) U • • • U int(d„)} and extend to the 
other by the identity to obtain a map of S„ Sn. See figure 4. Fix a basepoint 
of Sn Let m,- be an oriented loop bounding a disc in the solid handlebody Hn, 
where Sn = dHn, that begins at the basepoint and passes through dd,-. Let a,- 
be a path from the base point to a point of dd,-, and /,- be a loop starting at the 
basepoint following a,-, winds around dd,- and returns to the basepoint along (a,-)-1. 
See figure 5. x(<*i,• • • , an)(m,-) =  m,/“' . Since, x(ai>-"> an) is also the identity 
map =  m, =  1 re/a(m,-). Hence, for 1 < i <  n, a,- =  0. Thus, the kernel of 
(ai • • • an) =  (0, • • •, 0) and x  is one to one. QED.
D efin itio n  2.10 P  : T(0, n +1), rel d T(0, n + 1 ), re/ dD2 is defined as follows: 
let [f]rei a € r(0, n + 1 ) , rel d, and [f]Tei sd2 be the isotopy class of /  relative to D2 
only. Then P[ f ] rei a  =  [f]rddD2-
Lemma 2.11 P  is a surjective homomorphism.
P r o o f . Suppose f , g  e  [f]reia-  Then /  and g are isotopic relative to D2 — 
{ in t ( d \ )  U • • • U i n t ( dn) } .  The isotopy is by definition also relative to dD2, hence 
[f]rei QD2 =  8d2- Thus P  is well defined.
^>([/])-f>(M) =  [f]m 9D2 [^]rei dD2 and by definition of multiplication in T(0 , n +  
l) ,re / dD2 this is [fg]rei dD2 =  P([/][^])- Thus P is a homomorphism. To see P  is 
onto, note that from proposition 2.16 we have every /  in T(0 , n +  1 ), rel dD2 can 
be represented as a product of Dehn twists, which fix the entire boundary. QED.
Rem ark 2.12 i m ( x )  Q  ke r ( P) .  The Dehn twists coming from x  are twists along 
concentric circles about dd,-, which are untwisted by allowing the boundary of d,- 
to rotate. Next our attention turns to a splitting of the exact sequence mentioned 
at the beginning of the section.
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D e f i n i t i o n  2.13 s : T(0,n +  l ) , r e /  dD 2 —> r(0,n +  1 ),rel d is defined as follows: 
Write [<7] € T(0, n + 1), rel dD2 as a product of Dehn twists, along oriented curves 
ci • • • Ck, as in proposition 2.6. Since the homology of D2 — {int(di) U • • • Uint(dn)} 
is generated by disjoint oriented curves parallel to the boundary of d,-, 1 <  i < n, 
one can add ai disjoint oriented curves about dd\, az disjoint oriented curves about 
dd%, • - • , and a„ disjoint oriented curves about ddn so that the union of all the 
oriented curves is a zero homology class. Set s([^]) =  x(ai> • • •, an)[<7]re/ a-
P roposition 2.14 s is a homomorphism, and the image is the subgroup of Dehn 
twist represented by unions of oriented curves which are zero in 
Hi{D2 — {int{d\) U • • • U int(dn)}).
P r o o f . Let [/],[<7] €  r(0 ,n  +  l),reZ dD2. Suppose x (ai> " '»an)[/] and 
x(6 i , • • • are null homologous. Then, the union of these oriented curves,
x(<*ii • • • an)[/]x(&i» • * •. 6n)b] is null homologous.
= x(«l. • • * <*n)[/]x(&l, • • • A)fc] = x(«li * • * ,<*n)x(&l, • • • A)[/]M 
=  x(fli +  61, • • •, an +  bn)[fg]. Since one now has xfai +  &i, ■ • •, <*«. +  bn)[fg] is null 
homologous, this must equal s [/</]. Therefore, s is a homomorphism. QED.
The following well known lemma is used in the proof of 2.15.
Lemma Any homeomorphism of S l x  [0,1] to itself that fixes S 1 x  {0,1} is isotopic, 
relative to the boundary, to a product of Dehn twists.
Lemma 2.15 ker(P) C im(x).
P r o o f . Suppose /  6 Ker(P). Then /  is isotopic to the identity map relative 
to dD2, and /  restricted to dd{ is the identity map on 5d,-. Let ddi x  [0,1] be 
coordinates on an annulus neighborhood of ddi in which d{ is ddi x 1. Let P, 
be the isotopy of /  to the identity map so at t =  0 , F(q =  / ,  and at t =  1 , 
Fn =  1 n*—Ui(fnt(rf,-)) • Note that F,- restricted to ddi x  [0 ,1] is level preserving. Let
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H  : Ui(ddi x [0,1]) x [0,1] -> Ui(ddi x [0,1]) be defined 
H(x, s , t) =  (Fi(x, s t ) ,s , £) for a: €  ddi- 
H  is a level preserving homeomorphism and extends to
H : ( D 2 -  (U,mt(d,-))) x [0,1] -* (D2 -  (U,-:n£(d,))) x [0,1] 
by making it the identity elsewhere. Let G =  F  o (# ) -1. G is an isotopy relative 
to the entire boundary. Gq = f  and Gi is the identity off the interior of the 
annuli neighborhoods. By the previous lemma, Gi is isotopic to a product of Dehn 
twists about the boundaries of the d,-, and therefore G\ € Im{x). Since Go =  / ,  
/  6 Im(x).  QED.
Theorem 2.16 The following is a split exact sequence:
0 -+ Z n^ r ( 0 ,  n +  1), rel d -A r (0 , n +  l)re/ dD2 -* 0.
PROOF. This is the contents of lemmas 2.9,2.11,2.15, remark 2.12 and proposition 
2.14. Note that Ps([f]rel a) =  P(x(ai , • • •, an)[f]rel g)
= P ( x ( a h  ' "  >a n ) ) P ( [ f ] r e l  d)
= [f]reidDi, since x(ai, • • • a„) 6 ker{P). Thus, Ps  =  1 Teld- QED.
The exact sequence defines an isomorphism $  : Z n 0  Pn -4 T(0, n +  1), rel d.
D efin itio n  2.17 $ 0  : Z n © Pn -4 T(0, n +  1), rel d is given by $o(ai> • • •, o-nd) =  
,an)s(P).
For example l)o'i^2(o'3)-2 (^2 )“ l (0'i)~1) is the Dehn twist labeled u)u in
figure 4. Its projection to P4 is Ci0 2 (^3)-2(0 2 ) •
R em ark It is immediate from the construction that $ 0  is an isomorphism. Notice 
that the identification of Pn with F(0, n +  l) ,re / dD2 is being made. We also 
note that im(x) is in the center of T(0, n +  l) ,re / dD2. The Dehn twists coming 
from x(Z") can be made to act arbitrarily close to the boundary of the removed 
open interior discs. Given a finite number of twisting curves, which are compact
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images of the unit circle, one can arrange the Z n curves to avoid intersections with 
the other twisting curves. In conclusion, since two non-intersecting Dehn twists 
commute (see [B]), the Z n curves commute with all other Dehn twists. Thus *m(x) 
is contained in the center of r(0, n +  1), rel d.
An identification used extensively is S„ with d(D2 — {int(di) U • • • U int(dn)} x 
[0,1]). This gives a description of Sn as (D2 — (in t(d1) U • •• U int(dn)}) x {0} 
connected to (D2 — (int(di) U • • • U int(d„)}) x {1} by dD2 x [0,1], ddi x [0,1], 
• • • ddn x [0,1]. See figure 4.
D e f in it io n  2.18 Let $  : Z n © P„ —► Tn be the homomorphism defined by 
$(<*!,• •■,£!„)/? : 5„ —> S„ where $ (a x,- - - ,a n)/? =  $ 0(ax, • • • ,a„)/? on {D2 -  
{int(dx) U ••• U int(dn)}) * {0}, and the identity on the closure of the com­
plement of (D2 — (xnt(di) U • • • U int(dn)}) x {0}. Since $ 0 is the identity on 
d((D2 — {int(di) U • • • Umt(d„)}) x {0}) this extension is possible. By construction 
$ fixes (more than) a disc pointwise.
P r o p o s it io n  2.19 $  : Z n © Pn -> r„  is a homomorphism.
PROOF. We can extend any homeomorphism f  : D 2 — (U.mtd,) -+  D 2 — (U.mtd.) 
to 4>(f) : Sn -+ Sn by extending via the identity as in definition 2.18. Then 
<j>: Hom(D2 — (U,mtdt)) —► Hom(Sn) £md <£(/ o g) =  <j>(f) o 4>{g). Furthermore if 
f ,g  are isotopic by Ft then <£(/) and <f>(g) are isotopic by <t>{Ft). So <f> induces a 
homeomorphism 4>: T(D2 — (U.xntd,)) —»• T(Sn) and $  =  4> o $ 0. QED.
R e m a r k  Both $o and $  will be referred to as <£, and the context will make it 
clear which one is specified.
2.2: Compatibility and 7rx.
D e f i n i t i o n  2.20 Let Hi and be handlebodies of genus g, and /  : dHi -4  dfy  
be a homeomorphism. Hi  U/ # 2  is called a Heegaard splitting of genus g.
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To orient the 3-manifold which results from Hi U/ H<i we give i /2 the reverse 
orientation.
In this section a presentation for the fundamental group is given for a manifold 
given by a Heegaard splitting using the identification map /  =  $(ai, • • • a*ri).
Before stating the next theorem, notation and conventions are established. Let 
Hn and Hn denote a solid handlebodies of genus n, and 5„ a surface of genus 
n. Let U and V  be open sets about Hn and Hn respectively, such that: U has 
Hn as a strong deformation retract, V  has Hn as a strong deformation retract, 
and U f~l V has Sn as a strong deformation retract. Let ti, • • • , tny  €  Z n © Pn. 
Recall $  : Z n © Pn -* Tn, where T„ is the mapping class group of S„. Since 
dHn and dHn are homeomorphic to 5„, one has $(£i, • • • ,f„7 ) : dHn —» dHn. Set 
M 3 = Hn U Hn- Note that 5„ is homeomorphic to d((D2 — {in£(di) U • • • U 
in£(dn)}) x [0,1]).
Let * x {0} denote a fixed basepoint of S„ =  dD2 x {0} in d((D2 — {intdi U 
• • • U intdn}) x [0,1])), the deformation retract of U fl V. Set a,-, for 1 <  i <  n, to 
be the path indicated in figure 5, with a,(0) =  * x {0} and a,(l) € dd{. Set p, to 
be the loop starting and ending at a ,(l)  and following dd{. pi is oriented clockwise. 
Set /,• =  Denote by a,- and p,-, for 1 <  i < n the corresponding paths in
Hn. Now for the statement of the theorem:
T heorem 2.21 tti(M3) is given by the presentation:
^  ' * * i • t̂ i ,— ^  •
P r o o f . Apply the Seifert Van-Kampen to the decomposition of M 3 = U U V. 
U fl V  =  S„ «  d(D2 — {int(di) U • • • U *n£(d„)} x [0,1]).
IIi(d(L>2 — {int(di) U • • • U int(dn)}) x [0,1]) is generated via longitudes lx • • • /„ 
and meridians mj • • • m„, where mt- consists of q,- continuing along a ,(l)  x [0,1]
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©
M eridian m 2 =  q 2Si S25̂
Figure 5
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then from d ,(l) x {1} to * x {1} and finally from * x {1} to * x {0} along * x [0,1]. 
See figure 5.
By Van Kampen’s theorem, we obtain the commutative diagram:
n^c/n v)
im Tr­
i l l ^ )  n x(U)
\  S
Ui(M3).
Here is the map induced by inclusion i : (U fl V) -► V. Similarly, 7. is 
induced from t„7.
Van Kampen’s theorem identifies the image of generators u n d e r a n d  $ tl,.~t„7.. 
$ t,,- t.7.(m.) =  $ tl,- tl,7.(d ,)(a ,)_1. Here the convention of reading the path com­
positions is reading from left to right, so that lxl2 means first follow lx then h- To 
see this notice that $ tlt...t>7. is the identity in the complement of D 2 — {int(dx) U 
• • -Utnt(dn)}, so that 7. fixes the segment of m,- which is the path q,(1) x  [0,1] 
followed by d,-(l) x {1} to * x {1} and from * x {1} to * along * x [0,1]. This 
oriented path is homotopic, via a straight line homotopy to (a ,)-1. . acts
on d(D2 — {int(di) U • • • U int(dn)}} x [0, l]) by x(*i» • • • tn), which is represented 
by U Dehn twists along concentric circles parallel to dd{. Thus,
By abuse of notation denote *.(/,•) =  t.(m,) =  0, as by definition the meridian
bounds a disc in the solid handlebody. We now have jti(A/3):
^  l l » " ’ ’ 11n > ‘ ‘ I n  •
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<l 7»
' * Jnih ,
QED.
Example The Hopf link with 0 on each strand. In term of pure braid generators, 
this link is the closure of Ai# 6 Pi- The map $ Al, is represented by Dehn twists, 
using the splitting s of definition . See figure 5 . $ <4l ,.(q i)(q i)-1 =
$ /4i 3.(q 2 )(q2)_1 =  h- The presentation is therefore:
One can easily generalize to the case of (1, At)j41i2 € Z 2 0  Pi. In this case one 
obtains:
Remark 2.22 One can check directly that s(Pn) acts via the Artin representation 
of Pn on the fundamental group of a punctured disc, by considering the image of 
pure braid generators.
Remark It will be shown in theorem 2.24, that the manifold M 3 =  Hn U 
Hn is homeomorphic to the manifold obtained by closing the pure framed braid 
< i r -- >*n7 to a link and following surgery instructions. According to [R], using 
surgery on the Hopf link with integer framing 1 and — p +  1, yields the Lens 
space L(p,p — 1) which has fundamental group Zp. Note that this agrees with 
the presentation above when one uses k — — p +  1.
<  I 1 J 2  - h t h h ( h ) ~ l > « <  - h J i  > «  0 .
~ <  h : (fi)*-1 > ~  1.
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T heorem  2.23 Let E(Sn) denote the subgroup of homeomorphism of r(S„) which 
extend over the solid handlebody. Then, E(Sn) D im ($) =  1 ^ .
P ro o f .  Let (ai, • • • a*)/? € Z n ® P„ H E(Sn). Once again, view Sn as d((D2 — 
{int(di) U • • • U inf(<f„)}) x [0,1]) with $(g) operating on 
(D2 — {mt(di) • • • int(dn)}) x {0}. Define a,-, m,- and /,• as in theorem 2.21. By a 
result in [R], since $(g) 6  E(Sn), $(<?).(m,) must bound a disc in Hn, the solid 
handlebody with boundary S„. <$(<7).(m,-) =  $.(q,)sx^2s3 i w^ere sj denotes the 
segment a ,(l)  x [0,1], s2 denotes a,-(l) x {1} to * x {1} and S3 the segment from 
* x {1 } to * x {0}. Since m,- bounds a disc, a,- is homotopic in Hn to sjsjs^ relative 
to q,(0) and q,(1). Since bounds a disc s^s^Sj is homotopic to $.(a,-).
Thus $(<7).(a ,)(a , ) _1 is trivial in tti((D2 — {t'nt(dx) • • • m t(dn)}). As was shown in 
the proof of theorem 2 .2 1 , =  $(^).(a,)(a,)~ 1/t (at)($(^).(a,))-1, which is
equal to /,. Since $ (—<zi,- ■ •, —a„l/>„).(/,) =  and 
$ ((-Q i, • • •, - a n) lPm).$((o1, • • • an)0) =  $((0, • • • ,0)/?).,
one can conclude $ ( ( 0 , ,0)/?).(/,) =  As remarked earlier, restricted to 
the pure braids is the Artin representation, which is faithful. Thus, 0 = Ip,- To 
conclude all the a, =  0 note that $(ai, • • • anlpm)(at)(a i)_l =  If*’ which is non zero 
in the fundamental group unless a,- =  0. Thus (ai, • • • ,an)0 = lpn. QED.
Remark A theorem similar to 2.24 appears in [M-P], where the representation is of 
tangle diagrams. In addition, one should note that the idea for the representation 
is similar to the one used in [B-P] for plats.
T heorem  2.24 Let za  e  Z n © Pn. The oriented manifold obtained by surgery on 
the link za  is homeomorphic to the manifold obtained via the Heegaard splitting 
Hn U*(rQ) Hn; here Hn denotes the solid handlebody of genus n.
PROOF. To show the surgery and Heegaard descriptions of the manifold are
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equivalent, it is shown that both are equivalent to a third presentation. $(za) :
D2 — {mt(di) U • • * U mt(d„)} -+ D2 — (int(di) U • • • U *nt(d„)} is the identity
on dD2 U ddi U • • • U dd„ one can extend $(za)  to a map of D2 —► D 2, by the
identity. Consider D2 as a subset of the complex plane, and let i2 (r,0),0(r,0)
be $ (2 0 ) (r, 0) given in polar coordinates. Define the homeomorphism (see the
proof of Alexander’s lemma in [B]) G(r,0) : D2 x [0,1] -* D2 x [0,1], Gt{r,0) =
[t • R(j, 0), Q(j ,  0)] for t > 0 and G(r, 0) =  (r, 0) for t =  0. By definition, Gq is the
identity map on D2 and Gi =  $ 0(/), where $ 0(/) = $ ( /)  |(n»-u, mt(<*,))x{o>- Notice
by construction, see definition 2.18, $ ( /)  |(n*-u<.«((*))x{i}= ln*u. int(<i.))x{i>- Let
h = G |u, ddi- See figure 6. Set T  =  G o ($o(/)-1 x l[o,i])- T  : Hn Hn is the
identity on (D2 — U,- mt(d,)) x {0,1} U {dD2 x [0,1]) and is h on Uj (9d, x [0,1]).
Therefore there is a homeomorphism Hn U$(/) Hn - 4  Hn U/, Hn defined by H „ ^ $ H n 
T —’and Hn— >Hn. The homeomorphism is well defined since the maps T  and ln n agree 
on the boundary. In summary, we have a commutative diagram, as shown below.
Hn ^  Hn 
t law. T 18H*
dHn ^  dHn
4 * ( /)  4 h
Hn - A  Hn
Notice that if one identifies the complement of the tubes via the identity map, 
then the result is a link complement. Now consider working in a link complement. 
To see that H„ U/, Hn is homeomorphic to surgery on the link za, consider the 
decomposition of a solid torus shown in figure 7. The S 1 x D2 is cut into two 
pieces by cutting D2 into half-discs D\ and D2 . dD2 =  A\ U A 2 , dDi =  A\  U B\, 
and dD2 = A 2 U B2 . Take a  tubular neighborhood of one link component of za, 
and remove it.
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D 2 x 5 1 is attached to dd, x [0,1] by sending A 2 x {0} to p x [0, l]
A nei ghborhood of dd, x [0.1] in H n
D- D:
B \  B 2
V
Bi B 2 A
Figure 6
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h identifies the tubes by attaching the paths.
f r \  f r \
Figure 7
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First attaching D\ x S1 to D2 x 5 1 by identifying B\  x S 1 with B2 x S 1 recover 
the solid torus. Fix part of the link component which about there are no crossings 
with other strands, i.e. a trivial part v,-. Let /, be a longitude in the boundary of a 
tubular neighborhood of the ith component, which has linking number zero with 
the core. Identify A\  x S 1 along a trivial segment by mapping A\  to a parallel copy 
of Vi along Last, identify A2 x S 1 with the rest of the tubular neighborhood by 
mapping A 2 to a parallel copy of the complement of the interior of
This description takes a meridian Ai U A2 of the solid torus maps to a curve 
traveling once along a longitude and t, times around a meridian in the boundary of 
the tubular neighborhood. By definition, this is surgery along component i of the 
link ta  with integer framing . Repeating this process with a  solid tori for each 
link component one obtains, surgery on the link. This is now compared to making 
the identifications in the other order.
Consider Hn U/, H„. Identifying the complement of ddi U • • • U ddn x [0,1] 
in dHn and the complement of (G(ddy U • • • U dn x [0,1]) in dHn one has a link 
complement. Take Hn U/, Hn and attach A\ x D\ to G(ddi x [0,1]) by sending 
A{ x {0} to G(p x [0,1]) where p € ddi. See figure 7. Note the result is still 
homeomorphic to Hn. The curve B\ x {0} is homotopic to A\  x {0} since there is 
a convex disc region between them. Attach A2 x S l to ddi x S 1 in Hn by sending 
the curve A 2 x {0} to p x [0,1] in ddi. Finally, identify B\  x S 1 with B2 x S 1. 
This is the same as identifying the curves G(p x [0,1]) in Hn with p x [0,1] in 
Hn and this determines the identification of ddi x [0,1] with G(ddi x [0,1]). If 
one repeats this process for each link component, the above identifications yield a 
manifold homeomorphic to HnUhH„, and hence the two descriptions tire equivalent. 
QED. Having compatible descriptions of three dimensional manifolds allows one 
the flexibility of using whatever description is more convenient.
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Corollary 2.25 Every orientable 3-manifold can be obtained by S„ U*(ta) 5„ for 
some ta  G Z n © P„ and some n.
Proof. By the theorem 2.24, this is equivalent to showing every 3-manifold may 
be obtained by surgery on a closed pure braid in S3. This theorem seems to have 
been known by Lickorish since some time in the 1960’s. The next theorem gives a 
constructive proof.
Remark The usual method of stabilization is by a map /  which interchanges 
the meridian and longitude of the torus. However /  is not a pure braid. So, we 
use a map which is a Dehn twist about a longitude. It takes a meridian to a 
meridian plus a longitude (in a homology basis). The corresponds to including 
Z n © Pn -* Zn+1 ® Pn+i by adding a straight strand onto the braid, which does 
not pass under or over the other strands, and has framing 1.
Theorem  2.26 Let E(Sn) denote the group of homeomorphisms of 5„ that extend 
to Hn- Given f  € Tn there is an algorithm to produce a framed pure braid 
ta so that after stabilizing, E(Sn) \ f / E ( S n) = E(Sn) \ ta /E (S n)- For x  € r„, 
E(Sn)\  x /E (Sn) stands for the double coset class of x.
Before giving details, here is an outline the algorithm.
1. Start with the mapping class group element / .  Note /  is actually an isotopy 
class, however we choose a representative and also call it / .
2. Use a theorem of Lickorish [L] to write /  isotopic to r„r„_i • • • T\ , a product of 
Dehn twists.
3. Construct, a framed link L with ±1 framings such that surgery on L  yields 
# iU  /H i-
4. Using methods of Vogel [V], which uses type II Reidermeister moves, construct 
a framed braid from the framed link L.
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5. Transform the framed braid to a pure framed braid.
6 . Stabilize the framed pure braid and original mapping class element; they will 
be in the same double coset class from Singer’s Theorem [S].
Suppose that Hg U / Hg is a three manifold M.  The construction of the link 
L in step 3 is found in Rolfsen [R] and is due to Lickorish. Let rnr„_i • • • rj be a 
product of Dehn twists on the boundary of a solid handlebody. Let <r,- be a curve 
in the boundary for which a Dehn twist about equals t { . Push the curve <r1 into 
the handlebody. Twisting along the new curve, which will, by abuse of notation, 
also be called extends to a homeomorphism of the solid handlebody. Next 
successively push 0 2 , 0 3  • • • crn into the interior of the handlebody; by pushing 
slightly deeper, one can avoid intersections among the <r,-. The result is a link 
equipped with ± 1  framings depending on the orientation of the twist.
Continuing with Rolfsen [R], let L — L\ U L2  U • • • U Ln be an n component 
oriented link in S3. Each L, has a tubular neighborhood IV,- in which the longitude 
A,- is oriented in the same way as and the meridian /i, has linking number + 1  with
We construct a 3-manifold M  = (S3 — int(Ni)Uint(N2 )U - • • int(Nn))) U/»(MU 
N2 U ... U Nn) where h is the union of homeomorphisms h, : 3iV, -► djV,. With 
longitude-meridian basis //,, A,- the induced maps on homology h* : H\(dNi) —> 
Hi(dNi) yields h'(fii) =  afA,- +  r,- =  ^  is called the surgery coefficient
associated with the component L,. If a,- =  0, then 6 ,- =  ± 1  and write r,- =  0 0 .
Here is a description of Vogel’s algorithm converting an oriented link diagram 
D to obtain the diagram of a closed braid. For a proof the algorithm works, see 
[V]. There are three pieces of data used. First is the link diagram D , second 
a diagram of circles 5  called Seifert circles and third the graph G obtained by 
changing the crossings to vertices. The circles of S  are determined by smoothing 
all the crossings. See figure 8. The smoothings can only be done in one way so
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that it will be possible to determine an orientation on the resulting circle. The 
connected component of the complement of G in the plane form a set of faces. 
Consider two edges a , /? in G which are contained in d f  for some face / .  If a  
and P are oriented compatibly with d f  for some orientation on / ,  and a  lies in a 
different Seifert circle of S then the triple (a, P, f )  is called admissible. Given an 
admissible triple (a, /?, / ) ,  perform a Reidermeister II move in D as shown in figure 
8. When there are no more admissible triples, the diagram is in closed braid form. 
In [V], Vogel shows that if S  has n circles, then no more than moves are
required to obtain a closed braid diagram. Surgery on the framed link constructed 
by Lickorish’s process and Vogels’s closed framed braid yield the manifold M.
Recall that surgery on a framed braid is obtained by closing up the braid and 
proceeding on the framed link obtained. A result in [Ko-S2] states framed links a 
and P, obtained from framed braids a and /?, are isotopic if and only if a  and P 
are related by the relation generated from conjugation in the framed braid group 
and framed Markov moves. The algorithm used to obtain pure framed braids from 
framed braids uses:
conjugation, Markov moves and a surgery modification. All of the moves yield 
homeomorphic 3-manifolds.
Suppose one is given a framed braid tp  on n strands and n(P) permutes k 
elements nontrivially. There must be a strand which starts and ends a t different 
positions; suppose it starts at position i and goes to position j .  See figure 9. First 
conjugate so the braid starts at position n — 1 and ends at n; i.e. by a braid whose 
image under ir a  permutation that sends n — 1 to t and n to j .  If this strand passes 
over all the other strands, conjugate by a framed identity braid with framings (0,
• • - ,0,fc,0) so that the framing is now zero on the chosen strand. A Markov move 
then removes this strand. Leaving a braid with image under n  permuting k — 1
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elements. If the strand passes under other strands, add the new strands with fram­
ings +1. The new strands start in positions n +1, • • • n +  c, where c is the number 
of crossings; the stand starting at n +  1 passes under all strands, passes under the 
first crossing (following the orientation of the braid), moves back over the crossing 
so that the linking number with the crossing is —1, and ends at position n +  1 by 
passing over all strands. The strand starting at n +2  follows the same directions to 
the next crossing, except that after linking the crossing, it returns over all strands 
with the exception of the strand at n + 1 where it passes under. If a strand starts 
at n + 3 it will pass under both n +  1 and n +  2, etc. Each crossing is changed 
to an over-crossing. This Kirby move yields homeomorphic manifolds. Conju­
gating by (a„+t_1)-1(̂ n+,-2)"1 • • • (o-n)-1(^n-i)“1̂ n+«-iO’n+i-2 "  - <rn one may slide 
the strand at position n — 1 to n +  c —1. One is now in the first case.
After this process we have a pure framed braid, on possibly more strands, which 
represents the same three manifold.
We now have a pure framed braid a  with Hn U*(a) yielding a 3-manifold 
homeomorphic to HkUf Ht  by theorem 2.24. Singer’s theorem [S] says these two 
Heegaard splittings are stably equivalent, which means: there is an N  and t, j  > N,  
with n +  j  =  k +  i, such that there is an orientation preserving homeomorphism 
 ̂ Us(4(o))‘ ffn+j  ̂ Hk+i Us(/)* ffjt+i With h(Hn+j) — Hk+i•
Here S ( f ) 1 denotes /  stabilized i times. A theorem of Birman [B2] implies 
E{Sg)\S(*{a))k/E{Sa) =  E(Sg}\S( f) ' / E(Sg) where g = n + j  = k + i. As 
mentioned earlier, one stabilizes the framed pure braid $(o) so it is still a pure 
framed braid. QED.
Rem ark This theorem says that $  : Z n © P„ -¥ E(Sn) \ r n/E{Sn) is onto in the 
directed limit.
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Exam ple To see that stabilization is sometimes needed, it is enough to consider 
the genus 1  case. On the homology level an element of E(S\) is represented by a 
matrix of the form  ̂̂  ^  j where 6 € Z, and let P  denote the set of matrices
of the form ^ J ^  with I E Z. P  is the set of matrices that represent elements 
of Z 0 Pi.
Given an element ^  5 )  ^ Z) do there exist elements hi, h2 E H  with
hi ^  h2 — /3 for some E P. We prove below that the answer is no, which 
means that in order to obtain a pure framed braid, stabilization is required. 
Consider h , =  ( J  J )
(J J ) ( *  I ) ( o  * ) “ ( /  ? ) impU“
( ,  +  t ,  +  J ) .  Thus, p +  6« = l ,  ,  =  ! , ( ?  +
bq)c + r + bs = 0 and qc +  s =  1. p +  bq =  1 is easy to violate: take p = 3 and 
q — 5. 3 +  56 =  1 has no integer solution. To finish one must check the cases 
of: / » , - ( £  ft, =  ( - 1 _61) m d / l2= ( - 1
and finally, hi = ^ ^ j  and h2 =  ^ j .  These axe all similar to the case
shown; all cases lead to a condition violated by p =  3 and q =  5. The conclusion 
is that one must stabilize to put ^ ̂  ^  into the form of a matrix coming from a 
pure framed braid, working in double coset classes modulo E(Si).
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CHAPTER 3: A SUBGROUP OF A CENTRAL EXTENSION.
This chapter looks at the multiplication in Z n ©  Pn, a subgroup of F„, the 
central extension of the mapping class group. The subgroup arises from the image 
of the pure framed braids under the homomorphism $  : Z" © P„ -¥ r„. Using $ 
one obtains the commutative diagram:
o - > z —► rn —> r„->o
t  T*
0 -+ Z -+ Zn©P „  -> Zn © P„ 0, 
where Z" © P„ is the pullback in the commutative square.
An element of Z " © Pn consists of a  pair (a , / )  with a an integer, and /  a 
pure framed braid. Given two elements (a, / )  and (6,g) of Z" © P„, an explicit 
construction is given to find their product. All the information needed is contained 
in the linking matrices of /  and g. From [A], one has [a, (/)][&, (<7)] = [a +  b + 
(/$)]; where c(fg) = 3 Sign(W4), and W 4 is a four dimensional manifold 
constructed using /  and g. Sign(W4) is the signature of the intersection form on 
H iiW 4). The intersection form is computed in the case /  and g represent pure 
framed braids in r„ . As we are interested in the signature, coefficients in Q are 
used. Throughout this chapter /  is denotes the pure framed braid mapping class 
group element and the framed braid itself, while /  is used for the closed pure 
framed braid and its linking matrix.
W 4 is constructed is steps. First take a pure framed braid on n-strands, and 
look at its image /  under the representation $  : Z n © P„ —► T„. Using S„ as the 
surface of genus n, set X j  = »this is the called the mapping torus. Now,
for two elements /  and g take X j  x I  and X g x I  and identify *̂oM/'̂ >)7il x (*} 
with x {1} via the identity map. Viewing X f  and X g as fiber bundles
35
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over circles, with fiber Sn, form W 4 by identifying strips of the outer boundary 
circles of the form Sn x [0.5,0.75]. W 4 is then a fiber bundle over a disc with two 
open interior discs removed, D 2 — {tnt(di) U mt(d2)}, and fiber 5„. See figure 10.
R e m a r k  Consider the three boundary circles of the base. Over ddi and 9d2 are 
identifications coming from /  and from g. Over dD 2 one finds two identifications: 
one from /  and the other from g. These identifications are equivalent to X f g, since 
the homeomorphism class of the mapping torus depends only on the conjugacy 
classes of identification maps. Note that g f  = g(fg)g~1, so X / g is homeomorphic 
to X g f .
To compute the signature of the intersection form, one can compute i /2(W4) 
using a Mayer Vietoris sequence. Let X \  and X 2 be fibrations over D 2 — {int(d 1) U 
mf(d2)} with fiber D 2 — (inf (ex) U • • • int(e„)}, a disc with n open discs removed. 
One can think of these fibers as the lower and upper halves of S„, with boundary a 
union of circles. Both maps are the identity on the lower half. Hence one obtains 
a decomposition of W 4 = X i  U X2: where X \  fl X 2 is the trivial fibration over the 
D2 — {int(di)Uint(d2 )} with fiber a union of n+ 1  circles. To have X \  and X 2 open 
one may take theses to be fibrations over D 2 — int(di) U tnt(d2) with fiber small 
collar neighborhoods of the dD2 — {int(ei) U • • • int(en)}. Using this one obtains:
H2( x 1n x 2) -> H2( X i )®H2(X2) - U H 2(W 4) - ^ H i ( X i r \ X 2)-L >Hl ( X i ) 0 H i (X2)
The map from H2(X  1 flX2) -* © # 2 ( ^ 2) takes an element a —► (a,a), and
a(b, c) = b — c.
Prom the above: tm(cr) = ker(5) and ker{j) = im(S). Thus, a basis of H2 (W4) 
is the direct sum of a basis for im(o) with a basis of fcer(j). Next come the 
computations of the homology of X i  H X2, X \  and X2.
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The space X \  n  X 2 is homeomorphic to the product space B x C  where B  is 
a disc with two open interior discs removed, D2 — (int(di) U int(d2)} and C is an 
ordered set of n +  1 disjoint circles. Now applying the Kunneth’s theorem using 
rational coefficients, H \ { X «  Hq{B)®H\{C)®Hi{B)®Hq(C). Hq(B) «  Q 
since B  is connected. H\(B) ta Q © Q since B has as a strong deformation retract, 
the wedge of two circles. Hq(C) ta £"=oQ since it is the disjoint union of n +  1 
circles. For 0 <  : <  n denote by q, basis elements of H\(B)  x H0(C), where in B, 
qi projects to a parallel copy of defe and in C  represents a point on circle i. For 
0 <  x <  n denote by p, the basis element of Hi(B) ® Hq(C) which in B  projects 
to a parallel copy of ddi and in C is a point on circle i. Let m„ 0 <  * <  n, be the 
basis element of Hq(B) <g> H\(C) which in C is represented by circle i and in B  is 
represented by a point. The above shows:
P r o p o s it io n  3.1 Hi(Xi  fl X 2 ) has a basis [g,], 0 <  t <  n, [p,] , 0 <  * <  n and 
[m,], 0 <  i < n. See figure 11.
X\  is homeomorphic to B  x D  where D is a disc with n interior open discs 
removed, D =  D 2 — {int(e 1) U • • • U :nt(e„)} . Another application of Kunneth’s 
theorem yields: H\{X\) fa Hq(B) <g>H\(D) ® Hq(B) ® Hi(D). HQ(D) ta Q since D 
is connected, and Hi (D) ta £ ”=1 ©Q since D is homotopic to a wedge of n circles. 
Let p, be the basis element of Hq(B)®Hi (D ) consisting of a circle parallel to c?e, in 
D, and a point of B. P  and Q the basis elements of Hq(D) ® Hi(B) represented by 
a point of D and in B  parallel copies of ddi, dd2 respectively. Thus, the following 
has been shown:
P r o p o s it io n  3.2 //i(ATi) has a basis given by: [p,], 1 <  i < n, [Q] and [P].
To compute the homology of X 2 notice that the base D 2 — (tnt(di) U intfa)}  
is homotopic to ddi connected to dd2 by a straight path a  with a(0) €  dd\ and
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a(l) € dd2. By the definition of X 2 the fiber bundle over ddi is the complement 
of the n strand link /  in S 1 x D2. Similarly, for the fiber bundle over dd2 is the 
complement of the link g in S 1 x D2. Let [/zf] for 0 <  i < n denote a  meridian, 
and [P] denote a longitude in the fiber over ddi. Let [Q] denote a longitude of the 
fiber over dd2.
P roposition 3.3 H \(X 2) has a basis given by : [/i,], 1 <  i <  n, [Q] and [P]: where 
[P] represents a longitude of, and [/z,] represents a meridian in the braid comple­
ment fiber bundle over ddi; and where [Q] is a longitude of the braid complement 
fiber bundle over d2.
P roof. Since ddi connected by a  to dd2 is a strong deformation retract of the 
base of X 2, the fibration over this restricted base space is a strong deformation 
retract of the space X 2. So for the purpose of this homology computation, one 
may assume the base space is ddi connected by a  to dd2.
To set up a Mayer Vietoris sequence, let P i =  ddi U q([0, .75)) and B2 = 
dd2 U a ( ( .5 , 1]). Let A\ be X 2 restricted to the base P i and A2 be X 2 restricted to 
B2. A\UA2 S  X 2, and both Ai and A 2 are open in .A1U.A2. A iH A 2 ^  X 2 restricted 
to q((.5, .75)); since a((.5, .75)) is contractible, Ai U A 2 is homotopy equivalent to 
D 2 -  (int(ei) U ••• U int(e„)}. Thus H i ( A i  fl >1 2 ) w  Qn. H i ( A i )  is generated 
by meridian [/z,], 1 <  i < n and longitude [P]. Similarly H i(A 2) is generated by 
meridians [/z,], 1 < i < n  and longitude Q. The Mayer Vietoris sequence:
H i ( A i  fl A 2) * ^ f  H i ( A i )  ©  P i ( A 2) ,t-— H i ( X 2) —^ H q( A i D A 2)
Refer to the above sequence as equation 1. Working with reduced homology one
sees
Qn^ Q n+1 © Qn+1 H i ( X 2) -+ 0
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4>x © 0 2 is injective, as the *th meridian in A i f l^  is mapped by fa © 0 2  to ([/*,], [p,]). 
Hi{X2) «  im(oi — <72) w  Q n+1 ©  Q n+1 modulo im(4>i ®  fo ) ,  which is isomorphic 
to the rational module with basis [/i,] for 1 <  t <  n, [P] and [Q]. QED.
T heorem  3.4 Let ( / tJ- | (—g ,j ) ) be the n by 2n matrix formed by juxtaposing 
the linking matrix of the pure braid /  and —1 times the linking matrix for g. Then, 
the ker{j) is isomorphic to the null space of ( f iti | (—gij) ) direct sum with a 
one dimensional subspace generated by a vector specified in the proof. The basis 
is also given below in the proof.
P r o o f . Recall j  =  i'i © 12 : H\{Xi  H X2) —► H\{Xi)  © H i (X2). Fix an ordered 
basis of Hi(Xi  n X 2): [m0], [mj, •••, [mn], [p0], [pi], [P2 ], •••, [p„], [go], [gi], [9 2 ],
• • •, [qn], as defined in proposition 3.1. Order the basis of P ip fi)  © Hi{ X2), as 
defined in propositions 3.2 and 3.3: [/ij, [p2], • • * [pn], [P], [<?], [/ii], [^2], • ■ •, On], 
[P], [Q]. With repsect to theses basis the matrix of j  has the form:
f l 1 0  ••• 0 0 fix /1 2  • • /in 0 ~ 9 u —9l2  ' ’ • - 9 l n \
1 0 1 0 0 /21 f n • h n 0 — 921 -022 • • • —92n
1 0 0  ••• 1 0 f n l /n2 • fn n 0 —9n l —0n2 • * • 9nn
0 0 0  ••• 0 1 1 1 ■ 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  ••• 0 0 0 0  • • 0 - 1 - 1 - 1  ••• - 1
1 1 0  ••• 0 0 0 0  • • 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 ••• 0 0 0 0  • 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0  ••• 1 0 0 0  • • 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0  ••• 0 1 1 1 • 1 0 0 0 0
\o 0 0  ••• 0 0 0 0 • 0 - 1 - 1 - 1  ••• - 1  /
The negative signs are due to <?i — a% in Equation 1 of proposition 3.3. The matrix 
below is obtained by performing column operations, to the matrix of j ,  which 
change the domain basis to (m0 -  £ " = 1  m,), mi, • • •, m„, po, -go, Pi — Po, P2 ~Po, 
• • •, Pn — Po, ?i — go, g2 -  go, • • •, gn — go-
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/o 1 0 . . .  0 0 0 fix /1 2 /in -011 —012 • • • —01n \
0 0 1 . . .  0 0 0 h i /22 f i n —021 —022 ' ‘ ‘ —02n
0 0 0 . . .  1 0 0 f n l /n2 fn n —0nl —0n2 —0nn
0 0 0 . . .  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . .  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 . . .  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 . . .  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . .  1 0 0 0 . .  . 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 . . .  0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vo 0 0 . . .  0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 y
Let 77 = ( m 0 - E S . 1 771. ) and (a, * 1 .  •• ' i ̂ n+2> y i , • • •  . y » , ,zn) be an el
ment of the ker(j) . The n+ 2  by n+ 2 identity block forces Xi = x3 =  • • • =  xn+2 = 
0 , and corresponds to an element of the null space of the matrix: ( f i j  | (—0<j)) •
There is no restriction on a; this produces a one dimensional subspace coming from 
the vector 77. QED.
The next lemma will be used to construct a splitting r  : ker(j) —► i/2(W4). 
Lemma 3.5 Let (x0) ai, • • • ,an,6i, •••,&„) € ker(j). Then for j  =  1 • • • n
n n
= + Z ) bi9ji
i= 1 t=l
P r o o f .  Let 77 =  (m0-E "=  1 Suppose.7 (2:0 (77)+ a i(p i—p0)+ a 2(P2 -P o H  1-
a«(Pn Po) &i (?1 -  Qo) ~  h{q2 — qo) bn(qn -  qQ)) = 0. Using the matrix for
j  yields 3li=1 (E/ssi fjiPj) ~~ 1 ^«(Sj=10jiAfj) — Hy=i(Z2"=i a*fji ~  ̂ i9ji)^j =  0.
Thus, for j  =  1 • • • n, £?=1 a,7/i =  £,"= 1 M;.- QED.
Recall the exact sequence:
i72(X inX 2) -> H2{Xl )®H2(X 2 )-^ H 2{Wi ) - ^ H l (X 1n X 2) M H l (Xl)® H l (X2)
Theorem  3.6 There is a splitting r : ker{j) —► H2(X2).
The idea of the proof is, given /? € ker{j), to construct a  Seifert surface in X2, 
called Sxi and a Seifert surface S*, in Xi and then to define r(/?) = S*3 U —Sxj.
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PROOF. Let (xo,ai,---an,&i,-*-,6„) €  ker(j) in the ordered basis rj, (px — 
Po)-" (Pn — Po), (?i — ?o) • • • (?n — go)- For each nonzero a,-, construct an oriented 
immersed surface with boundary Pi—po in S l x D2 which is transverse to the strands 
of the braid. Consider an oriented, possibly immersed, annular region in the fiber 
over ddi whose boundary is p,- — po; note that po corresponds to the longitude on 
d S l x D2. To create a closed oriented surface which represents the class of H2(X) 
consider the algebraic intersections of pj with this annular region: xlt • • • x*. Each 
x ,=  ±1 depending on the orientations. If xm and xm+i appear with opposite signs 
remove an open disc about the points and attach an S l x [0,1] to the boundary 
circles, thus eliminating the pair of intersections. After repeating this one may 
assume all the x,- = 1 or all are —1 . This is given by the linking number of strand 
j  and i of / ,  entry {j, i) of (/{,). Denote this number by lk(j,i). pj represents a 
longitude on the S 1 x S 1 boundary of the complement of /  in S l x D 2. To avoid 
intersections of this S l x S 1 boundary with the annular region remove |/ib(i,j)| 
open discs about the points of intersection j/i, ■ • • yi. Take / copies of S l x [0,1], 
and attach one end of each to one of the the boundary circles of the removed discs. 
For each non zero 6 ; create tubes in the complement of g in the fiber over dd2. By 
lemma 3.5 the number of tubes from qj and Pj will be equal. Thus it is possible to 
connect them together. The projection of a tube from the fiber of X% to the base 
space is a path that joins two circles. One of the circles is concentric with ddx and 
the other is concentric with dd2. Denote the surface constructed by S x2-
The fiber over a circle concentric to ddx or to dd2 is the complement of the 
closure of the identity braid in S 1 x D2. So for each non zero a,-, there is an 
annular region (possibly immersed) between p,- and po, and for non zero 6 ,- there is 
an annular region between q2 and go, for 1 <  t < n. These regions do not intersect 
the other Pj or qj. Call this surface S*,. Set r(oi, • ■ • an,bx - ■ - bn) = S x2 U —Sx i •
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By definition of 8 : H i(W 4) -» H \{X\ n X 2) one has 8(r(ai> • * • • • • ,&„) =
E"=i a.(Pi ~  Po) -  6.(?i -  ?„))• QED.
Remark 3.7 The class r{rj) is represented by the fiber over a point of W 4. There­
fore since another class may be taken to miss a fiber, t ( t ] )  does not contribute to 
the intersection form on Hi(W 4).
Proposition 3.8 The intersection pairing on H2 is a  matrix of the form:
Oft, Xifei Oft, Xftj 
Ofcjxft, ?
The zero entries are blocks of zeros. The only non-zero block comes from inter­
section of two elements in T ( k e r ( j ) ) .  As a result one can restrict attention to 
k e r ( j ) .
P roof . The following set up is used in the proof. Recall the base of Xi: 
B = D 2 — {int(di) U int(d2)}. Let B\ and Bi be open subsets of B  which have dd\ 
and ddi as strong deformation retracts and intersection an open set homeomorphic 
to [0 ,1] x (0,1) (see figure 12). Let F  the union of the fibers of X 2 over Bi and G 
be the union of fibers of X 2 over B2.
Let a, 6 6  im{a) and k 6  T(ker{j)) (see page 40). Since a and b are in the 
im(a), one can write a =  ai +  a2 and 6  =  61 +  62; where ai, bi €  H2(Xi) and a2, 
62 € H 2(X 2). ai fl bi =  0 since after a homotopy ai lies in X i — (X i H X 2) and bi 
lies in X 2 — (X \ fl X 2). Similarly, a2 H 61 =  0. Next it is shown: a2 n  62 =  0. The 
argument for ai fl b 1 is the same. To see this consider the portion of the Mayer 
Vietoris sequence
H 2(F  n  G) -> H2(F) © H2{G) -> H2(X i ) -> H i ( F  D G) -> Hi(F)  © HX{G)
F n G  is homeomorphic to (D2—{mt(ex)U* • -Umt(en)}) x ([0,1] x (0,1)). Hence has 
the homotopy type of D2 — {tnt(ei)U- • -Utnt(en)}. H i(D 2 — {int(e\)U ' • •Uint(e2)} 
is generated by the oriented curves d e i ,  • • • d e n . Thus H 2(FnG) = 0. H i(Fn G )  —►
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H\(F)®Hi{G) is injective since each det- is mapped to meridians in F  and G, which 
in turn are linearly independent in Hi{Xi). Therefore, the sequence is reduced to:
Thus, one has that any class in H i(X 2 ) «  Hi(F) © Hi(G). No two classes in 
Hi{F) have intersection, F  is a product space with [0,1). Similarly, no two classes 
in Hi(G) intersect. A class in Hi{G) can not intersect a class in Hi(F) since the 
classes axe homotopic to classes which avoid F  fl G. Finally, to see a fl k  =  0, and
12. QED.
THEOREM  3.9 Let (xo ,a i,"  • an,bi,- - -bn) and ,c„,di, •••,*/„) be ele­
ments of k e r ( j ) ,  with respect to the ordered basis (pi — po), • • • (pn — Po), (91 — 
9o) • • * (<7n — 9o)- Then the intersection 
r(xQ, Oj, an, 61 , • • • 6„) • r(j/q, Ci, • ■ •, Cn, <fi, • • •, dn) —
PROOF. As remarked in 3.7, r ( 7 7 ) does not intersect any other class, as it is 
represented by a surface, the fiber over a point. We put the elements of ker(j) 
in general position so the projections to the base space intersect as in figure 13. 
Intersections arise if a tube around the ith strand crosses through an annular region
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6 ft k  =  0 one looks at their projections onto the base space. 7r(a) are two circles 
parallel to the interior boundary circles, and 7r(/c) are two circles parallel to the 
interior boundary circles, possibly with some simple line segments between them. 
When in general position, the a  circles do not intersect the k  circles. See figure
with boundary p,- — po- For notational convenience let /,• denote the boundary of 





7t(q) is represented with two circles joined by an arc.
©©
7t(k) is represented by two circles not joined by an arc.
Figure 12
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r ( a )
- 1
r(3)
Projection  to  B
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Let Xi — (0, • • •, 1, • • •, 0) be a row vector with all zero entries except for a 1 in
position t, and y,- =  (x,)‘ denote the column vector with all zero entries except for
a 1 in the i th row. The ith entry of (/,-/)y* =  (/:*, • • •, /„*) gives the number of
tubes in X i  created from intersections of /,• with an annulus bounding pk —po- Thus
(fij)akyk is the number of intersections if one uses a* copies. Thus, the ith entry 
( a i \
of (f ij) I | I =  £JUi (f i j) gives the total number of tubes around 1 <  i <  n.
By construction there are c* annular regions in X i  with boundary pk — po- For
each tube of /* there are Cfc(afc/ 1Jfc ----- +  a*/„*) intersections. Accounting for all
fk, 1 < Ar <  n the number of intersections is
S  ckXk{fij) [ : ) =  (ci, • • • ,cJU ij) f I
\ a j  U
The same argument shows the total number of intersections coming from y*, 1 <  
k < n is
( h  
W
Recall the negative sign comes from equation 1. Adding these together gives all 
the intersections. QED.
E x a m p l e  See figure 13. The linking matrix for /  is
0 0 0
0 0  1
0 1 0
and for g we have
The intersection r(a) • t (/3) is computed by the matrix computations
" o . - l(°
0 ° \ (°\ ( 0 _ 1  0 \ ([ 0 , 1 , 0 ] -  0 0 1 • 0 1 ~ [ 0 , 0 , —1 ] • - 1 0  0  •Vo 1 0 / w V o  0 - 1 /  V
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In the example one sees the intersections of the classes with X%. In X 2 , r(a) has an 
oriented annulus boundingp^-po- This produces a tube about P2 , which inherits 
an orientation. The annular region bounding 91 — 90 creates an oriented tube. In 
order to join these tubes, the orientations on the tubes must be compatible so that 
they bound a surface. Similarly for t(/?). In W 4, one can see r(a) intersects r(/3) 
in one point. The fa tube will intersect the annular region bounding p\ — po, or 
fa will intersect the annular region P3 — Po- Notice that 92 does not intersect the 
annular region bounding 93 — 90. So, after placing in general position, the total 
number of intersections will be 1 .
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CHAPTER 4 : INDUCED CHARACTERS AN D FRAM ED BRAIDS.
This chapter looks at sums of induced characters from subgroups of the framed 
braid group to the full framed braid group. These are compared with W itten’s three 
manifold invariant. The subgroups are determined by choosing a homomorphism 
of Z n to the complex numbers. Recall u  from the introduction. The question 
is if < cj, • • •, u  >  of W itten’s invariant can be written as sums of such induced 
characters. This is shown not to be the case. It is noted that if one restricts to 
evaluating pure framed braids, there is agreement with the Witten sum. This was 
motivated by [Ko-S].
Recall the homorphism jt : B n —► from the braid group on n strands to the 
symmetric group on n letters, n sends a braid generator er,- to the transposition 
(i,i + l).
R e m a r k  Bn defines an action on Z n via r ( a i ,- ••,<*„) =  (ar(i),-** ,a T(nj). By 
convention is the symmetric group action is on the right so that rf3(j) =  0{r(j)).
D e f in it io n  4.1 The framed braid group on n strands is the semidirect product of 
Z n with Bn where the action of Bn on Zn is defined as above. Let F B n denote the 
framed braid group on n strands.
R e m a r k  One views Bn as subgroup of F B n by the correspondence (5 —► (0, • • •, 0)/?. 
(0 , • • •, 0)0 will be denoted as /?.
Following the conventions in [Ko-S]:
DEFINITION 4.2 A unitary character x  on Z n is a homomorphism to S l viewed as 
a subgroup of the complex numbers, with the group operation being multiplication. 
If x (l, • •• , ! )  =  (wi, • • • ,wn) then x(&u • • •, a„) =  (w?1, • • • u£-). Thus one may 
denote x by (c î, • • • ,u>n).
The homomorphism n : Bn £ n also defines an action of B n on a character x :
50
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(u/i,• • • ,u/„)•/? =  (urtf)(i),• • • ,u Kmn]). Denote the stabilizer of * in B n by 
Bx. Note that the action used is a  left action.
D e f i n i t i o n  4.3 Xa,~.a„ : Zn -4 C is defined
Xai-a. (zi ' "  Zn) =  (—l)aiI1+"'+a«z«A-Zl â>+2a^+ *«(“J+2a»)j where the a,- are non­
negative integers. Let A  denote a primitive 4rth  root of unity. The stabilizer of 
will be denoted by i?*.,
R e m a r k  Definition 4.3 is motivated by the interaction of the framings with Jones 
Wenzl idempotents in computing the Kauffman bracket. See [K-L] and chapter 1.
D e f in it io n  4.4 TXaii... a. denotes the Temperley-Lieb algebra of dimension a\ +  
a2 -1------h a„. See definition 1.7.
D e f in it io n  4.5 pai...an : BXmi...mn-2+TLai...an- ^ Z [ A ,A ~ l] is defined to be the 
composition of the bracket polynomial with the cable-idempotent map ci. The 
map ci uses the integer coefficient to replace strand * with a,- copies, then adds the 
Jones-Wenzl idempotent of dimension a,-. This map is a character on BXm ,iBii.
D e f in it io n  4.6 Denote the semidirect product of Z n with BX a by FBX 
, mn is a subgroup of Bn and the action is as mentioned above.
One can combine the maps in definitions 4.5 and 4.3 to obtain:
D efin itio n  4.7 The map Xai, -a»Pa1, -,am -* Z[A ,A ~l] is defined
Xa>a,Pai,—,a» (to) =  Xa„ -a. (0Pa„ -,a. (a). This map is a character on Fflcfci.,...,,,.
P r o p o s it io n  4.8 Let pOl...0.(a~ 1/?a) =  pai (a~ l/?a) if a  €  BXui_tn and 0 if 
Q £ ■®x«i-««' Sai,—,a, =  Then,
E j Xa,(l)-a t(m)pa,{l)-a f(n), where the sum runs over a  set 
of coset representatives of /  E* ...., denoted from now on by S.
P roof. Let z/3 €  F B n then by definition,
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i n d F B £ mi. ^ u X a l ~ a mP a l ~ a m( z 0 )  =  D t a  X<n - a .  P a x - a .  { { t a ) ~ l  2 ( 3 t a ) ) . T h e  8 U m  HUIS 
o v e r  c o s e t  r e p r e s e n t a t iv e s  o f  F B n / F B Xmi...>€m, w h ic h  w i l l  b e  d e n o t e d  b y  F .  T h e  f a c t  
t h i s  s u m  i s  w e l l  d e f i n e d  m e a n s  o n e  i s  f r e e  t o  c h o o s e  c o s e t  r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s ,  t a  6  t a  
a n d  a t ~ 1 l B n ac~1 €  F B Xmi^ n , i m p l y  a  e t a .  C h o o s i n g  z e r o  f r a m e d  r e p r e s e n t a t iv e s  
t h e  a b o v e  b e c o m e s :  X a x - a .  A n  - a .  ( a - 1  z / ? a ) .
B y  t h e  s e m id ir e c t  p r o d u c t  m u l t i p l i c a t i o n
5 Z  X aj —a*P a i •••«» ( a ~ l z /? a )  
aeF
X a i  —a%P a , - a .  ( O r a - 1  ( z ) ) a ~ l  0  a )
aeF
= E  Xa.-a.(vraT1 (z))pai...a> (a_1/?a)
aeF
= £  XaI...o.(7ra_1(^))Poi-o.(a"1/3a)
where the sum runs over coset representatives of 2?n/ Bx , denoted G. Consider 
Xa,-a.(7r a - 1(z)) for z =  (zi • • • z„). t^oT1)^ )  =  (zr(Q- . (1) • • • z ,(a- ,(n)). Note that 
Xai-a.(2r(a->)(i) • * • ^ (a - ‘)(n)) =  X«„(, ( * i  ’ ' '  zn) follows from definition 4.3. 
Thus,
E  X «,...«m ( z ) ) p a i ...„ , { a ~ l ( 3 a )
aeG
=  E  X a .a(I)- a . a(. ) { Z ) p a i ...an ( o f 1/?**)
agG
F o r  a - 1 /? a  €  f l * , . . . , , ,  o n e  h a s  p a i ...a%{ a ~ l  $ a )  =  PoM(1)- ^ « (. ) C®). S e e  f i g u r e  1 4 .  
N o t e  a ~ l ( 3 a  €  i f  a n d  o n l y  i f  0  €  T h u s ,
E  X a ,o (l)- o wo(B) (^ )P a i - a .  (<* 
aeG
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QED. Recall from [L] the following definitions used to define W itten’s 3-Manifold 
invariant. Let A  be a primitive 4rth root of unity.
D e f in it io n  4.9
A in + 2   a —2n—2
A - =  (-!)■ [%  J -.V  ]
Definition 4.10 Given a link diagram with m components and diagram D, define: 
<,..., >: S (S l x /) x • • • x S(S1 x /) —► S(R2), from the linear skein of the annulus 
(see chapter 1.9), S (S l x / )  to the linear skein of R 2, to be the multilinear extension 
of the function which replaces a regular neighborhood of each link component with 
an annulus containing a diagram and then applies the Kauffman bracket.
The following notation is used in this chapter: Let ai, • • •, a„ €  Z  and 0 € Bn 
with n(0) =  C i--- Cm, a product of disjoint cycles. Denote each element C, =  
(C,-,i • • • CiA). Notice that all the strands of 0  corresponding to a  disjoint cycle, 
will be connected when 0  is closed to a link. Thus the framings must match, and 
this motivates the notation that follows.
A (a i, • • •, a„; tt(/3)) =  Aaej t • • • A aem t
P r o p o s it io n  4.10 Let t0  e  FBn and n(0) = C\ • • • Cm be a product of disjoint 
cycles. Then using the notation C, = (c,-,i ■ • • c,-,/,.),
< u /,--. ,w >tp
=  E a Cl ,  =-=aei li = 0  ‘ '  £ o Cm ,  =  - = a Cm , m = 0  X a x- o .  W A n - a ,  (0)
PROOF. Recall the notation / '  for the ith Jones-Wenzl idempotent ( see chapter 
1 for the definition). < uj,- • *,u/ >^
«'l «m
i—2 i—2 r-2
=  a „ - . . a , .  >
<1=0 <2=0 «'m=0
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E  •••  E  A «.,.,
acl,l — “ « ! ./, _ 0  “ cm ,l _ ' " ~ a <=«,(„, = 0
Component * of £/? is formed from strands • •,a ^  of /?, and has framing number
tc,., H +  tc , . . The interaction of the idempotent / aci-» and framing produces a
coefficient of:
(—i)ac*.i^e*M+ + +2ac*'.») in the bracket sum (see definition
4.3 and the following remark).
Accounting for all strands gives:
n '; =i ( - i ) fle,j'>fe,j* A tci ■« {aci->i +2* u i  ) ---n',z=i ( - i ) ac-->- t ^ jm (ae-.im +2a'*.y«).
The Cj7 run from 1 to n, so by commutivity, the product is equal to:
(_ l)° itii4 ti(ai+2«i) . . . (_l)««U^U(a5 +2a,) _   l-allt,^ti(o*+2ai)+-+U(aJ+2a«)
=  Xai a« (*i,- • -A) =  Xau-,an (t), by the definition of Xat,^u  •
Hence,
=  Eaei J ='"=ac1 ,1 =0 • * * ! =...=aem /m =0 ^aCl , ' * * ^ aCmil <  f *'1'1 > #
=  EA«cu  ••• AaCmlXa,,.-,a.(£) <  / “cm ,• • • >£, where the indices are as
above.
Since, (P)p = P  for p >  1 , and strands c,^,- • -,0 ,,/,. form component i of the link /?, 
inserting / ae«'-‘ =  / a' i s =  • • • =  p Ci>li in the corresponding strand does not change 
the bracket value. Therefore, the previous sum is equal to:
=  E a ei , = - = a Cl (i = 0  ■ • • £ « e m>1= - = « e mflm =0 ■ ■' A « cmil X a l , - , a ,  W ^ a i . - .a .  (/? )•
E xam ple Using u> = SiJo A , / \  and D as shown in figure 15,
< ui, uj > d =  A&iAfc < Di > (see figure for a picture of Di). And
since (/*)” =  f x for n >  1 , one can add additional idempotents to obtain: 
E 6rr=2oE;~=20 A61A6 l< £ )1 >
= ESrJo Efc=o < D 2 > (see figure 15)
= E b t.^ .jsoE ^dO  Afri.iAfc < D2 >




ft=n-full twists. " C O
Du
D2:
P = t\ t2 t2 
/
r
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E xam ple Next consider t0  as shown in figure 15, with n(0) =  (1,2)(3) =  CiC2  
and Ci =  (1 , 2 ) =  (Ci,i.Ci^), C2  =  (3) =  C2 ,i.
<  V, U >tp= £Zê l=acl 7 = 0  £o C32l = 0  A<iei,iAaC3 , < B  >
=  E ^ = a ei J= o E ^ = o  A (ai,a 2 ,a 3 ; 7r(/?))xa,ta3 ,a,(ri,r2 ,r3) <  B x > (see figure 15)
^aCl , =oCl j= 0  EaC2 j = 0  ^ ( ® 1 1  ®2 j O3 , ^(/^))Xai1aj,ajPai,aj,aj (/̂ )-
Lemma 4.11 XaI.-,a.Pa1,-,a. appears in Z ges if and only if
there is a g 6 £„ with (ai, • • •, an) = (j9(i), • • • J9(n))- If it appears it does so once.
P ro o f .  Assume there is a  g G £ „  with (ax, • • • ,a n) =  C/9(i),• " Js(n)) Since 
Xa1,-,a.Pa1,-,a. =  XJi(1) Pj,(I)) appears in the sum. Conversely, if 
Xai,—,amP a i ,a, appears in the sum, then Xai.- .a .P a ,a .  =  XjlW,~Jli. )Pj.Wh- j , (. ) 
for some <7 G S, and («i,• • •, a„) =  C^i), • • •, j 9(n)). Suppose =
ôr ^’7 e  Then, Xif-i*(1),- j f_iJk(ll)Pil_lik(l), - j (-iM. )
=  Xji,-J-Pju -j. - Thus, 5 _1h =  p_1h G ExA and <7 =  h. So, each term 
appearing in £ se5 XJ.(I)l- J#(. )PJf(1),.-Jf{., is unique. QED-
Lemma 4.12 Let £ 1  =  Eai,—,a»=o 1 " *n^ FBx*x.—.»»̂ a,,—amPa,,—,a.• Then £ 1
Ea,,—.a, Xai,—,a»Pa,,—,a« •
PROOF. Let dlt • • •, dn G {0,1, • • •, r —2}. Assume £ n/ £ Xrfi <<t has order k with
coset representatives <xx, * * -, cr*.. Let d(i) =  (d<r.(i), • • • ,d<r.•(»»)) for 1 <  i < k. By
the previous lemma, Xdi ,-,<*« Pdx ,-,<*» occurs once in each of: tnd£f“ Xd{i)Pd(i) for**(•)
1 < i < k. Moreover each such n-tuple of indices appears once in £ l5 and by the 
previous lemma, the above list is a complete set of induced characters containing 
Xdu-,dnPdx,-,dn- Computing the coefficient of Xdu ••,<£.P<i,,~,A. in E i one has
■ 7 § j~  + ' ' ‘ + " % j " - Since I I =  * • • • • ■ ' • 1’ thecoefficient is L QED-
T heorem 4.13 Let t0  G Zn ® P„ be a framed pure braid. Then,
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P roof. From proposition 4.8,
< w, • • •, u  > t0 =  Ear,2-,a.=o A(ai. • • •. °n; v (0 ))x«,.~«. Wpoi,-,a. (P), and since 7T(/?) 
(1)(2) •••(” ). A(a1 ,- - - ,a „ ;7r(/3)) =  AflI and so
>tp= Ear2..a.=o Aa, • • • Aa.Xai,-,a. (*)paj,-,«. (Z3); call this equation 1.
E a , , a „ = 0  A a i ■ ■ ■ A a« | g "  | " * i n d p B* ^  ^  X a i - a m P a i,—a .  (^Z3)
-2  >E* J
=  E a „ . . , a . = 0  A ai • • • A a .  j E a 6 5  X«.(I), ( * ) P a „ ( 1 ) (Z3), and since
A ai • • • A a.  =  A a<r{1) • • • A a, (B), the above expression is
  j  I Ex. . . . .J
E aj—a.= 0  | | Eae$ Aa,^) * * * Aa,(.)Xa»(i),•••,<«.(.) (Z3)
=  Ear."-,a.=o A a, • * • A a.X a i,- ,a .P a ,t- ta«(Z3), by lemma 4.12. This is equation 1 .
QED.
C o r o lla r y  4.14 Let tp e  Z" © Pn be a framed pure braid. Suppose 6 + is the 
number of positive eigenvalues in the linking matrix for t p  and 6 _ is the number 
of negative eigenvalues. Let U+ and U~ denote the diagrams of the unknot with a 
positive and respectively negative half twist. When A  is a primitive 4rth root of
unity, or a primitive 2 rth root of unity with r odd, then
<  U > v + <  u  > u -  E a i *.,a. A a, • • • A am X « i-o .P a ,,-o . (P)
= <  u  >yb+ < u  >ybS <  u, • • • ,u/ >t'0, which is Witten’s invariant.
P r o o f .  This is immediate from the theorem.
T h e o r e m  4.15 The class function (tp) —*< u;, • • • ,u  >t0 cannot be written as
Zl7?",an=of°i<---,°nindFBlmu...'.nXair--aKPalr .,aAtP), where the are complex
constants.
PROOF. This is seen in the following example.
E x a m p le  Let A  =  eW be a primitive 12th root of unity (r=3). Notice from
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lemma 4.11 one has that 
indFB'Xai....... X», ,~,a. Pa, ,-,a. (*/?)
=  indFB'Xii ... X6t,-,6.P61,.,6. (*£), if (6l, • • • , &„) =  ‘ , <*»(„))•
With the choice of A  made above, Ao =  1 and Ai =  —1. Let (0,0,0)(/?) €  F B 3. 
Then, Xa,,a3,a3 (0,0,0) =  1, and 
1
/a, ,aj .as *ndFBXai Xa,,aj ,a * Pa, ,aj,aj ((0, 0 ,0)/3)
ai,aj,as=0
=  (/o,0,0 ) t n ^ F f l^ o 00  PO.O.O ( P )
+(/o,o,i +  /o,i,o +  /i,o,o)*rcd£J’ioopi,o,o(/?)
+ (/o ,i,i +  /i,i,o  +  / i ,o , i ) * n d ^ liIi0Pi,i,o(^) 
+ ( / u . i W £ b ’1.1.1Pi,i,i(/?)
To simplify notation set c q o o  =  /o.o.o, cioo =  (/o,o,i +  /o,i.o +  /i,o,o), 
cuo =  (/o,i,i +  /i,o ,i +  /i,i,o)> and cu i  =  /i , i , i ,  so that 
1
S  Xaj.aj.ajPaj.aa.aj ((0, 0, tyP)
a,>a,,a,=0
=  coooind^^pojafiifi)
+ c l00*ndfg;i >00Pi.o,o(/?)
+ c1io*nd^f*i io p1(it0(/?)
+ c m md^|*i i j piilti(^)
Let 7 „ be as in figure 15. Then
< w > =  A0 +  Ai <  f n > =  1 -  < >.
On the other hand, E i,,aa,a,=o i.aj.aj Pa, .aa ,a$ (7n)
=  cooo +  cUi <  7„ >.
Therefore, cqoo =  1 and cm =  — 1, as <  yn > does depend on n.
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Let Ln and Mn be as in figure 15. Then,
< u,ui > ^ =  AoAo +  A0A1 < Ln >  + A 1A0 <  U >  + A 1A 1 <  LnU >
= - 2  <  Ln > +2.
Using the sum of induced characters yields
^01,02,03=0 f  ai, 0 3 , 0 3 Xai,aj,03P01,03,03 (•^n)
— Cooo +  C100 < U  > +cno <  Ln > +Cixx <  MnU >
=  CQOO — Cxoo +  Cxxo < Ln > — Cxxx <  Ln >
=  1 — Cxoo +  (cxxo +  1) <  Ln >
Thus, c10o =  —1 and Cxxo =  —3, again as <  Ln > depends on n.
To obtain a contradiction consider Qn in figure 15.
< u!,d  >q^= A qA q +  AoAx <  £/—1 >  +AxAo <  U >  +AxAx <  Qn >
= 2 +  i+  <  Qn >
On the other hand,
l
5 3  / a i ,a 3 ,o ,» ^ F B ’ . 1 . Ji. J X a i,o j,a sA » i,a 3 ,a s (Q n )
0 1 ,0 3 ,0 3 = 0
= Cooo +  c 100 < U  > +CXXO < U~l >  +CXXX <  Qn >
=  2 +  3i— <  Qn >
This implies <  > =  i for all n, which is a contradiction since <  Q\ > =  ■
QED.
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